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east." The parallel of 44° 47' 40" crosses the village in this town. For
this latitude we have the long range upon the thermometer of 110° F.
£5ome of our hottest days raise the mercury to 102° F.

With due respect,
Your obedient servant,

WILLIAM R. FLINT.
Hon. Thomas Ewbakk, Commisssoner.

Chester District, South Carolina, 1850.
Answers to questions sent me by the Hon. Thomas Ewbank, Commissioner
of Patents :—
Wheat.—The varieties in use in this locality are, yellow Lammas, blue

Btraw, Virginia white May wheat, and a few others with local names. The
average product is about 7 bushels per acre. My neighbors talk of a higher
figure, but I give you my experience and belief as to what we make now ;
and no wonder it is not more, as you will readily perceive when I come to
Btate our system of cultivating it. The first two varieties require being
sown early, say in September, or they will be likely to ripen late and be
struck with rust in the spring, whilst the white May wheat is not usually
eown before some time in November ; for, although not always free from
rust, yet, if sown too early, it is still more liable to injury from late frosts in
the spring, from prematurely shooting out the ear. We harvest the early
"white May wheat, which alone is what I sow, from the end of May to the
middle of June ; the others, from the middle of June to the beginning of
July. We prepare our seed by soaking it in a solution of bluestone (sulphate
of copper) for 12 hours, as a preventive of smut, and, if well done, it is very
effectual. We make the solution at the rate of 3 oz. of bluestone to the
bushel in the first water used. The water left when the wheat is taken out
to be sown is preserved and the wheat thrown into the same vessel, with
2 oz. more of bluestone to the bushel, and additional water put in, so as to
cover the wheat, and which is well stirred in it. The wheat, previous to
being sown, is rubbed in as much good ashes as will adhere to it

,

and is then
sown broadcast, at the rate of 1 bushel to the acre. We do not usually
plough for wheat, but our system is to scratch it in hurriedly with a grab or
gopher plough after corn, without manure, not as a crop, but to get what we
can ; and well may we be thankful when we get any in return : 'tis truly a
godsend. Our rotation, when regularly conducted, is cotton, corn, wheat,
and rest, perhaps, for 2 years, though that rest is too often converted into
pasture, eaten bare, and the yield per acre certainly averages less than what
it used to do. We are not often troubled with the Hessian-fly, and know of
no remedy ; neither are we much annoyed with the brown flour-weevil, but
are very much incommoded and seriously injured by the little miller-fly
■weevil, which deposits its egg in the seed whilst in the field, is hatched out
in July and August, and, eating its way through, leaves the grain a mere
shell. Our only remedy is to thresh early, grind early, and sun for 2 or 3

days what we reserve for seed and spring family use. Our hot sun destroys
the embryo in the berry. Our usual average price is $1 per bushel. This
year (1850) i

t sells for $1.50. Our crops were eaten up by rust. I must be
allowed to say one thing, though, in favour of us poor Southern farmers, on
the subject of growing wheat. Our lot is cast in a cotton region, and no>
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man can be a successful wheat cultivator and cotton planter at the same timer
they interfere materially with each other, from beginning to end. Wheat is not
cultivated for a crop, but a little is put in for family use ; and cotton, cotton,
cotton won't give us time to do that little well.
Corn.—Our seed is so generally mixed, that it is hard to give it any
known name ; the old gourd-seed kind is gone very much out of use, and
that which I commonly use now is a Tuscarora —a mixture between the old
gourd-seed and the low country flint-corn. I have now, for upwards of 30
years, been selecting every year my seed-corn in the field, from stalks not
bearing less than two ears to the stalk ; and it is now more difficult to find
in my field a stalk with less than two good ears on it

,

than it was at first to
find them with two ears—the average product about 25 bushels. We break
up our lands as early as cotton will allow us ; of course, it ought to be
deep ; but I believe I am the only man in this neighbourhood who uses the
subsoil plough, and I have been doing so now for many years, with great
benefit. Others say cotton will not give them time. Last year, when my
neighbor, one of our best farmers, too, made 20 bushels of corn to the acre,

I made 70, chiefly from the use of the subsoil plough. I lay off my land in
furrows, at 4 feet apart, with a large, long shovel-plough, deep as I can get

it done, and in the same furrow" run my subsoil-plough with two horses, from

8 to 10 inches deep ; in this furrow, where I have manure enough, I strew
my manure, and then back up upon it with a two-horse Ruggles plough,
running a furrow from 5 to 7 inches deep, and this is again followed by the
subsoil plough in the same furrow : the whole bout is finished in the same
manner. I then check off at 4 x by 2J or f, and leave but one stalk in a

check. In these checks is usually deposited my manure, and, where that is

cotton seed, it is always deposited in the check before planting. I keep
my land level, use coulters and cultivators, and lay by with the cotton-
Bweep, leaving a good water-furrow in the middle : my land is a stiff clay,
and my greatest enemy is drought. I never cook any of my grain, except for
my milch-cows, and sows and pigs, and find it to be highly beneficial to
them ; but the most of my corn used is crushed on the cob, in one of Hus-
sey's corn and cob crushers, a good machine, but the plates, which are the
crushers or grinders, are not very durable, and are difficult to be got, far
as I am in the interior. It now makes slow work ; I have used up one or
two sets of plates, and would freely pay the price of new ones, could I

readily obtain them.
Oats, $c.

—Average yield of oats per acre is about 20 bushels ; barley,
15 to 20 ; rye, 6 to 10. Peas, by themselves, in beds 3 feet apart, and in
chops on the beds, 18 inches apart, about 10 bushels ; where among corn, 4

to 5 : this I know will be considered a very low estimate by many ; but,
perhaps they never measured the peas after they were thrashed on the land.
Beans are not cultivated here. Peas are decidedly the least exhausting to
the land— indeed, rather benefit it. I have never known them cultivated
here as a renovating crop to be ploughed in. Cotton hardly gives us time-
to gather our seed.
Clover and Grasses.—We have a little rough meadow, in strips, along
our spring branches, which give 1 or 2 tons of a coarse meadow-grass hay
per acre. I have but little of that, and no bottom land, and have never
been able to succeed with any of the cultivated grasses upon our uplands,
though I have been trying them for upwards of 30 years. I have had as
fine clover in the spring as I ever saw anywhere, but it could not stand our
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July droughts and hot September suns : it may probably succeed better on
our rich, deep, mellow bottifoa lands.
Dairy Husbandry.—We have nothing under this head, having no meadows
or grasses ; and cotton having cut up our ranges, we scarcely make more
than butter enough for family use ; and home-made cream-cheeses are only
to be remembered, and talked about by the old grandmothers of the dis
trict, as the occurrences of the good, abundant, happy old times, before
cotton came in to be a crop.
Neat Cattle.—We really raise them with so little care, that it would be
a shame to charge any thing for their keep up to 3 years old, when they
will sell for about $5 ; a cow and calf in the spring, are worth $10 or $12 ;
in the fall, from $15 to $25 ; to the rest I can give no answers ; we have
no improved stock here ; no grass to raise and fatten them on ; no market
here to encourage one to exertions for improving stock, and come too high
to feed for a distant market ; when the railroad comes, it will perhaps be
better.

Sheep and Wool.—Sheep might certainly be raised with profit, both for
mutton and wool, but again we have no market for either. My neighbors
generally will not eat mutton, and as there are as yet but few manufactories
that use wool, scarcely more is produced than what is required for domestic
use. I have made all of my negro winter clothes and blankets for 30 years.
I long kept a little flock of grade Merinos for mutton and wool for family
use, and have raised full-blood quite as fine as my original Escurial stock ;
but found the full-blood too fine for our farmers' use ; they cannot card it.
I now keep from 80 to 100. I raise my sheep at little expense, but have
never made any estimate of the cost. I have shelter for them in winter,
and give them hay in sheep-rack, or rather open frames, and sometimes a
little oats, and have usually a green pasture of rye or barley for the ewes
and lambs to run on : the price we get for our wool is just the same, whether
fine or coarse—about 25 cents per pound. I do not doubt that the time is at
hand when wool will be more, much more attended to—more discrimination be
made in the quality and price ; a market for it is rising up in the manufacto
ries, that are rapidly growing in the Southern States ; and it will, ere long,
become an important and profitable branch of Southern husbandry. For 20
years, I raised as fine wool as Spanish stock, or any samples I could obtain
from the North ; it was highly approved by the Messrs. Dupont, of Delaware,
and sold in Philadelphia at 50 and 60 cents ; and the railroads will soon open
to us a way of reasonable transportation.
Hogs.—The breed we find to suit us best is a cross between the black
Siamese or China, and the Berkshire ; they thrive upon less feed : but I
should say that the Suffolk, Sussex, and other late imported English breeds
are unknown here. We raise our hogs by allowing them to range in our
woods, where they get fat in the autumn on acorns, and call them up at
nights, giving them a little corn to keep them tame, and to help them on
when the acorns are consumed. In November, they are usually put in pens
to fatten, where they have water and as much corn thrown to them on the
ear as they will eat. I also see that they are well supplied with charcoal,
rotten wood, and ashes, all of which they consume with great avidity and
benefit—no doubt as absorbants and correctors of acidity. I have never
known of any experiment made of the quantity of meat made by a given
amount of corn. I cure my flitches in the usual way of dry salting ; my
hams I rub the first day with salt, to draw off the blood ; the next day, they
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are packed loosely in casks, and cover them with Pocock's pickle, viz. 6 lbs.
salt, 2 oz. saltpetre, 1 to 2 lbs. brown sugar or molasses, and 4 gallons of
•water, boiled together and well skimmed, in sufficient quaDtity to cover the
hams well, pour it on them cold, and let them remain in it from 3 to 6 weeks,
according to their size, and then hang them up and smoke them for a fort
night ; and I will warrant, if you have one that has been well kept till this
time, it will fill your dish with essence. As soon as you are done smoking,
and which ought to be by the middle of February, bag them in a loose bag,
but which has been previously soaked in a strong size made with wheat bran
and water, and hang them up in a dry place with the string tied tight around,
with the hock side down, and then keep free from bug or skipper, and
remain juicy to the end. My smoke-house is 16 feet high, divided into
two stories ; the bottom one has an earthen floor, on which the fire is made ;
the second story, in which the meat is hung, is divided from the bottom one
by a plank floor, which protects the meat from being heated by the fire,
while the smoke is allowed to pass freely up to the meat through a double
range of six-inch holes in the floor the whole length of the house, and whichI think conduces very much to preserve the hams from becoming rusty.
Cotton.—The average yield here is from 150 to 200 lbs. of clean cotton
per acre. I am no cotton-planter, and plant it only as a matter of neces
sity, to make a little money : it is with me a scourging, starvation crop, to
land and every thing else. I leave you, for information about its culture, to
those who like better, have better lands, and cultivate it better than I can.
Drs. Cloud and Phillips will, no doubt, ably supply my deficiency.
Sugar-cane, rice, tobacco, hemp, are not cultivated here.
Moot crops are not cultivated here as field crops. Turnips are merely
sowed for domestic use on cow-penned patches, and are a very uncertain
crop ; our droughts in the end of August and throughout September burn
them, even when they do come up. I have to depend on my spring sowing,
even in my garden, for my supply of beets, carrots, parsnips, and salsify,
and they are therefore frequently woody. Mine is a stiff clay soil, and I
have to haul into my garden a good deal of sand to procure a due supply
of them ; but even in the most favorable soil here, they are never culti
vated as field crops.
Potatoes, Irish.—Irish potatoes are only cultivated in our gardens and in
patches, and, under good management, yield well, good, large, mealy pota
toes ; but I have not known any estimate made of what they would yield to
the acre ; we have no market to induce us to raise more than enough for
our own immediate family use ; for those raised from our spring planting
in February, and which we usually begin to use out of the beds in May, and
dig in in June, won't keep. By the end of July or middle of August, they
shrivel up, sprout, and rot. Almost every year I make a second planting
of them about the middle or end of July. If the season is favorable, I
make good potatoes, which keep well all through the winter ; but they most
frequently fail to grow from the drought : those which I planted this year,
never came up until in October, and but few of them then.
Siveet Potatoes. —The sweet potatoes do better, much better on sandy
soil, and though not to be compared in quantity and quality with the low-
-country sweet potatoes, yet yield a fair crop : I have heard of 200 bushels
to the acre being made; but they are never planted up here in any quantity,
whereas, in the low country, where the climate suits them much better, they
are cultivated extensively, being depended upon largely for provisions for
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the negroes, and for fattening hogs ; and I have even used them, when in
great abundance, and with great benefit, in feeding my working mules,
horses, and oxen :—big crop of potatoes, and every thing fat. Up here, we
have to depend upon the root potatoes grown by planting the small pota
toes, arid which are called the seed ; the product of these, called root pota
toes, are much more difficult to keep through the winter, than such as are
produced in the low country, as their principal crop, from what they term
slips, which are cuttings, not of the potato itself, but of the vines. In the
low country, they plant only a few acres of roots to raise vines for their
principal crop; these vines are cut off throughout June and July, and
stretched out in handfuls, lengthwise, on the tops of large beds prepared
for them, and partially covered by hoefuls of earth thrown at intervals upon
them ; if rain follows, they take root, shoot them down into the beds, and
produce there abundant crops of fine potatoes, superior in sugariness, and
keep through the winter much better. I have known 600 bushels made
to the acre ; but I have travelled out of my province, or at least out of my
district. You will probably ask why we do not do here as they do in the
low country : the answer is simply, the climate will not allow it ; the sea
son up here in June and July, the time for setting out slips, is usually too
dry to allow them to strike roots, which they won't do without rain, and
allow them to grow in time to produce tubers of any size larger than
merely for seed for another year, and oftentimes not even that, that few
persons risk their labor even for that. The ground ought to be broken up
well, deep, and early, and plentifully manured with straw, pine trash, or
leaves, or any other vegetable matter, but ought not to receive stable or
other stimulating manure, which will cause them to run too much into
vine, and only produce fibrous roots instead of tubers. Cotton seed is a
good manure, when it can be spared in sufficient quantities from the more
important crop of corn. The best mode to preserve them for use is

,

after

gathering them carefully in dry weather, soon after the vines are killed
by frost, and their growth is consequently stopped—to pick out all de
cayed, cut, and bruised roots, pile them up in conical heaps, where they will
be free from frost, and let them remain so to sweat for a few days—then
pour over them well-dried sand till it covers them two or three inches deep.
Preserved in this way in the basement story of my house, I have kept them
sound and good, and unsprouted, until fresh potatoes came in again.
Fruit Culture. —The culture of fruit is certainly receiving much more
attention than formerly. When I first came to spend only my summers
up here, there were no orchards except of peaches for the still, nearly
40 years ago—there were but few apple-trees, and pears were quite a rarity
—now every farmer has a small apple and peach orchard, though pears are
Btill rare. One good thing cotton has done for the country, to make some
amends for the destruction of our lands, has been to drive the stills out of
the country ; it does not leave the people time enough hardly to raise a suf
ficiency of corn for their own consumption, and without raising their meat,
and, therefore, none for the still, and no time to carry peaches to the still,
even in good and abundant seasons. I could write much upon this subject,
but know you will have much of this kind of trash to wade through, and
endeavor to condense as much as possible, and to answer your queries intel
ligibly. I have imported fruit trees from the North, largely and at different
times, and grafted, too, wherever I could procure scions of good repute ; the
peaches and plums have done well, but pears badly ; and apples from the
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North have not succeeded with me at all. Both of these trees are short
lived with us when so obtained, and none of the apples from Prince's nur
sery, Newtown pippins, Rhode Island cooper, russet, &c, have ever perfected
their fruit, though grafted and regrafted. I am still trying, however, some
of the more modern kinds. Yet I have a few good summer and autumn
apples, got from North Carolina, under various local names, but no really
good winter-keeping apple. The farmers are just becoming aware of the-
importance of apples to their stock, but their orchards are quite too small
yet, to draw any comparison between the use of apples and corn for stock ;
none are raised for exportation — freight has been too high ; but I do hope
that the completion of the South Carolina and Charlotte Railroad will bring
with it a reduction of freight, and all the benefits attending such improve
ments, and so enable us to obtain a market for the various little articles we
could raise, and an additional incitement to improve our orchards. I have
paid a good deal of attention to the pear-tree, and have now 35 different
kinds on my list, that I have either imported or grafted, but they are now
a short-lived tree. I say now, because there are some very old, old-times
pear-trees in this settlement. The imported tree will grow and bear well for
a few years, and then die, most commonly with the real nreblight ; suddenly
—the whole tree blasted at once—some in full bearing, and some before
they had ever fruited ; and within a few years past, that disease, which com
mences with the dying of the limbs at their extremities, has done me great
injury. I have lost upwards of 50 trees, of all ages, from a foot in diame
ter to a two-year old graft, and have had many others seriously injured by
it ; have tried all prescribed remedies and preventives in vain, without even
benefiting by a change of location. Others have suffered nearly as badly,
probably quite as much so, proportionably. I have not as yet had sufficient
experience with the later varieties to test their durabilities, but the age of
the variety does not seem to have much effect, for the old St. Germain does
as well with us as any, while the Jargonelle (English) suffers severely. Our
peach-trees are not liable to the yellows, but are dreadfully injured by the
worm in the root, the best remedy for which, that I have experienced, is
Bpent tanner's bark, piled up around the tree at the root ; best when done
in June and July, say a peck to a tree.
I have cultivated the grape for nearly 40 years, with very variable suc
cess. My soil is most unfavorable, and the drought and sun bake my stiff
clay so hard that the leaves drop, and the berries wither up before the time
for their maturity, though I cover their roots with leaves, and train them
conically, that each vine might shade its own roots. I prune severely, and
find the best manure is surface-mould from the wood, and ashes. Barn-yard
manure makes them run too much to wood. I cultivate with the plough and
prong-hoe, and, in good seasons, make tolerably good crops, but not to com
pare with Mr. Longworth, Weller, &c. The foreign grapes do not succeed
with me any better than elsewhere. I have several varieties, but the Lenoir,
Herbemot, and Bland Madeira do best with me, and it is chiefly from the
last I have been making my wine for 30 years, and a very good wine it is. The
birds and negroes are so destructive to my grapes, that it is difficult to keep
those the drought spares me until they come near to maturity. I am obliged
to gather them early in September, whilst those which hang around my
piazza, and are preserved to the middle of October, are quite another thing.
My juice strikes from 7° to 11° of Beaume's saccharometer ; at 9°, one
pound of good dry St. Croix sugar added, per gallon, gives me a pleasant,
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dry wine, within 2° as strong as Madeira, and which has kept and improved
to 10 years old, and would have kept much longer, had there been enough
of it.
Manures.—I have but little to say on making and preserving manures ;
it is a subject but little attended to but by a few, and it is much wasted, our
mild climate not obliging us to house our cattle. We have no cellars to
throw our manures into, and but few have even sheds around their cattle-
yards. The breadth of land we cultivate, and the few cattle we are able
proportionably to keep, seems to paralyze efforts. My yard is scooped out
in the centre about 2 feet lower than the external borders, have cattle-sheds
12 and 16 feet wide, furnished with mangers to feed in, and the whole is
■well littered with cornstalks, straw, leaves, weeds, and whatever roughage
I can procure ; and this way, and from my stables and mule-pens, I make
: about 200 wagon-loads of manure a year, and which, with the help of my
cotton-seed, enables me to help a portion of my farm every year. It is
quite too little for the need of my farm, and far less than I see others write
of making, but it is more than any one makes about here, even with a larger
stock aud larger force. Lime, plaster, and guano have been but sparingly
tried : the enormous price we have as yet to pay for carriage, renders them
quite too expensive. I cannot get lime delivered to me under 65 and 75
cents per bushel ; and plaster, which could be had in Charleston at $5 the
ton, would cost $20 more to bring it up here : we could buy three acres of
fresh land for what it would cost to lime one.
Meteorology. —The thermometer ranges highest in July. The hottest
day this year was the 20th of July, with the thermometer at 78°, 88°, and
82°, at 8 o'clock a. m., 3 p. m., and 10 at night. I have known the ther
mometer to rise as high as 92° here, though very seldom. The thermometer

ranges lowest in January and February ; the coldest day this year was the
5th of February, when the thermometer stood at 18° at 8 A. M., at 34° at
3 P. M., and at 28° at 10 p. m. On the 8th of January, 1847, it fell as low
as 8° in the morning, and I once, since I have been living up here, have
known it down to 4° ! No register has been kept of the mean temperature,
or of the quantity of rain that falls.
I shall be very glad to receive a copy of your Reports, and have the back
volumes up to 1848. They contain a mass of valuable and instructive
matter ; and I shall be happy if I shall in any way assist you in accumulating
.materials for your heavy labors.

Respectfully
WILMOT S. GIBBS,

Chestnut Q-rove P. O., CJiester District, South Carolina.
.December 16th, 1850.
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